Dear backers,
Supporters,
Crypto community,
2017 witnessed the birth of the superior
cryptocurrency exchange
On November 6, 2017 we launched Token Sale which closed with the hard cap of $15M,
a week prior to the deadline. This confirmed our concept had been positively accepted

that we truly mean business, the core team has autonomously vested future benefits
from the project. We are in for good!

We are fully dedicated in meeting given milestones

amongst the community for the values and vision we presented. Again, we see that the
crypto environment requires increased trust and transparency, safety and reliability

Our target at this stage is not to hype the community by sending out fluffy posts, nor

for a variety of stakeholders and our aim is to get it done for you. You deserve it!

phony news. We are not on a shopping spree, enjoying luxury and flying first class.
Hard work is no stranger to us and we will continue in this fashion until our goals are
exceeded. Our team members have been and will be brought in because of their belief

We are changing focus from ICO to the platform

in the project, their excitement that Tokens.net will be a game changer and for the
immense expertise they will personally contribute to it. We have opened job posts. The

Token distribution, the last milestone of the ICO project, is still underway and will

recruitment drive to secure the most talented individuals has begun and the process

cease at the end of February 2018. After this deadline we will definitively and uncondi-

is expected to be complex to ensure only the best of the best join this innovative

tionally terminate any ICO related activity or support, solely focussing on the platform

group of minds. Our focus at this stage is to set the foundations, spending countless

development. We must look ahead and steer the project to deliver our promise.

hours turning fiction into reality. Our team dive into the issues and tasks at hand to
deliver the project in a timely, effective manner. If, throughout the project, we feel the
need for your support, your voice will be appreciated. When the time is right to share

We do not plan any more listings and do not
manipulate the token price

progress with you, we will display demonstrations, comment on the development
or provide insights from the project either directly with you or through social media
channels. Such conditions are extremely essential, allowing us to focus on what we

The community has asked often about our intentions for further listings. We do not

believe is important and vital for the future success of this project. Thanks for your

plan to add DTR to any other exchange, believing we have already captured the inter-

understanding.

est of those who wanted to follow the price development. DTR token will be listed as
the first token on Tokens’ platform against other major cryptocurrencies. If, by any
chance, any exchange adds DTR token, it will only prove our peers have acknowledged
the relevance of having it listed. By far most important, we are not influencing either
DTR token price nor its volume. We see an increased awareness from the community
surrounded in our story and to provide you with another layer of guarantee, a sign

Again, we heavily appreciate your support and from all the team,
we wish you a prosperous 2018!

Damian Merlak

“2017 witnessed the birth of
the superior cryptocurrency
exchange”

